
RPC Youth Ministry: Scholarship Policy 
 

Because of its dedication to the Gospel, Redeemer Presbyterian Church aims to encourage its 
members and those within its reach to participate in RPC events and trips. These events and 
trips fall within Redeemer’s vision of bringing the hope of Christ to bear on Athens. Therefore, 
RPC Youth desires to support families and individuals in sending 6th through 12th graders to 
RPCY events and trips, for the purpose of caring for families and shepherding young people 
towards Jesus Christ.  
 
With that in mind, RPC Youth Ministry’s scholarship policy is as follows: 
 

1. There are three basic scholarships that a 6th through 12th grader may receive towards an 
event or retreat: a 25% scholarship, a 50% scholarship, and a 100% scholarship. These 
are provided based on need and by request. Students who receive these scholarships 
are required to assist RPC Youth staff in retreat planning and preparation. 

 
2. If a student’s need surpasses these scholarships, RPC Youth staff will gladly meet with 

families and students to aid them by helping provide opportunities for the needed sum 
to be raised. The responsibility for raising the funds will rest upon the student, and RPC 
Youth staff will walk alongside and encourage students as they seek to raise the 
appropriate amount.  

 
3. Families with 3 or more students in RPC Youth* may receive scholarship towards retreats 

upon request.† In addition, scholarship towards regular events for these families may be 
provided upon request. The scholarships available for retreats are as follows: 

 
a. If a family has 3 students in RPC Youth (and all plan to attend a retreat), a $100 

scholarship towards the total cost may be provided for the family.  
 

b. If a family has 4 students in RPC Youth (and all plan to attend a retreat), a $150 
scholarship may be provided for the family.  

 
c. If a family has 5 or more students in RPC Youth (and all plan to attend a retreat), 

a 100% scholarship may be put towards one of the five children. 
 
For further information, contact Rob Herron, Youth Director at Redeemer Presbyterian Church: 
706-247-3154 
rherron@redeemerathens.com 

 

                                                
* Scholarships can be sought by contacting RPCY staff.  
† There may be simultaneous, separate RPCY retreats divided between middle school and high school. When this is the 
case, and if a family wishes to send their MS and HS students on each, the scholarship policy will be applied. 


